We prove global solvability of the Cauchy problem for the Yang-Mills equations on smooth globally hyperbolic four dimensional Lorentzian manifolds.
1. Introduction. In a classical paper [9] , Eardley and Moncrief have shown that solutions of the Yang-Mills equations on Minkowski space-time (with a compact gauge group) do not develop singularities in finite time, provided the initial data are sufficiently regular. This result has been generalized 1 to the Einstein cylinder R x S 3 in [6, 8, 4] , and to anti-de-Sitter space-time in [1] , making use of the conformal invariance of the Yang-Mills equations. It is of interest to enquire whether or not this result remains true for general globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifolds; such a result in dimensions 1-1-1 and 2 + 1 has been established, for quite a large class of manifolds, via direct energy methods, in [3] . It is the purpose of this paper to show that global existence holds true in 3 + 1 dimensions: we show global solvability of the Cauchy problem for the Yang-Mills equations on any globally hyperbolic Lorentzian manifold 2 (M,g).
It is convenient to start with a description of the geometric context. Recall that a Lorentzian manifold is globally hyperbolic if it admits a Cauchy surface E, i.e. a hypersurface S C M that is intersected precisely once by every inextendible causal curve. For such manifolds there exists a smooth time function t on M such that E = {t = 0}, with each level set E* of t being a Cauchy surface [11, 16] . Moreover, flowing along the gradient of t one obtains a diffeomorphism between M and E x E.
Let G be any connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Throughout we shall assume that 1) g is compact, that is, g admits an Ad-invariant positive scalar product &(-, •) (that will be the case if, e.g., G is compact). 2) g has a faithful representation as a subalgebra of the algebra of matrices over some finite dimensional vector space V, so that the bracket operation corresponds to the commutator of matrices, with the adjoint representation of G acting on g as an appropriate product of matrices. Let P be a G-principal bundle over M and let P E be the pull-back of P to a Cauchy surface E Choose any smooth connection on P, let X denote the horizontal lift of the gradient of t to P, we can identify P with E x P E by flowing along the integral curves of X. This leads to the commutative diagram: XE Given a trivialisation of P over a coordinate patch U of M, a connection A on P can be expressed as a g-valued one form on U, Here and everywhere the symbol V denotes a space-time and gauge covariant derivative, while V^ or the addition of a sub-or superscript ";//' denotes a space-time covariant derivative. The Cauchy problem for the Yang-Mills equations on M consists in prescribing on P E a connection field A* 1 together with an Ad-equivariant g-valued one form E. (Loosely speaking, E represents the time-derivative of the connection form on S.) Moreover A E and E are assumed to satisfy the Yang-Mills constraint 3 equation, (1.2) ViE 1 = 0.
We shall say that a connection field is of differentiability class H^o c (T,) if there exists a covering of E by coordinate balls ZY Q together with trivialisations of P s | u a such that in local coordinates the components Af of A^ are in H\ 0C (Ua) . A similar definition is used for E. A connection A on P will be called a Yang-Mills development of (AP^E) if A is a solution of the Yang-Mills equations (1.1), such that the pull-back of A to P s coincides with A^, and such that the pull-back of n V F to P E coincides with E. (We also impose some differentiability conditions on A, which are made precise in Section 4.) Here n is the horizontal lift to P of the field of future directed unit normals to E, and V denotes contraction of a vector with a form. In this paper we prove the following: THEOREM 1. To establish theorem 1.1 we adapt several of the Eardley-Moncrief ideas to the curved space-time setting. Let us highlight some elements of our proof:
• One of the key ingredients of the Eardley-Moncrief proof is the use of the Cronstrom gauge. We also use this gauge, and this carries over to curved space-time without introducing any difficulties.
• Eardley and Moncrief's strategy is to establish an L 00 a priori estimate on the Yang-Mills curvature field JF, using the spherical means representation of solutions of the wave equation. We follow a similar strategy, replacing the spherical means integral by a representation formula of Friedlander [10] . There are two differences between those formulae and the Minkowski spacetime ones: First, there are more terms to deal with, because of a solid-cone integral in a generic curved space-time which is absent in Minkowski spacetime. This introduces some tediousness to the proof but does not lead to any difficulties because the solid-cone integral terms that arise can be estimated in a rather straightforward way. Next, the formulae of Friedlander are valid only in causal domains (as defined in [10] ), while the spherical means are valid in the whole of Minkowski space-time. To handle that issue, roughly speaking we first obtain an H-FH^ a priori estimate in causal domains, and loc use a globalisation argument essentially due to Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [5] to obtain global existence on any globally hyperbolic manifold. This is here that the condition of global hyperbolicity of the space-time enters in our argument.
• It turns out that the arguments used by Eardley-Moncrief to control all the terms that arise in the light cone integral carry over to the curved space-time case, except for the term [^4 
4.
NOTATIONS. Given a time oriented four dimensional Lorentzian manifold (M, g), we denote local coordinates by x = (x 0 ,x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) = (x 0 ,x), r = |x|, and the volume element by /i = ^/\g\dx. Given a hypersurface S = {x] f(x) = 0}, /i/ will denote the Leray form associated with 5, i.e. fi = df A fif. We use the following notations for functions and tensors:
a daf the derivative of / in the direction of a vector X, V/ = {g^duf} the gradient of a function /, V a T s r = T s r ;a the covariant derivative of a tensor field T of type {r, s}, VxTg = X a Tg a the derivative of T in the direction of a vector X, (T, S) = the inner product of T and S with respect to the metric g.
We will assume that M is globally hyperbolic, which implies that M is foliated by space-like hypersurfaces £$, which are the level surfaces of a smooth time function t, and denote by t = .
dt On TM, the tangent space of M, we introduce basis A/ -(dt,dt) vectors {i, zi, £2, £3} where i is a unit vector in the direction of -V*, and
For any vector field X, let
(1-3) |X| 2 = |M| 2 + £l<^>| 2 ,
and for a tensor T, |T| is defined in a similar fashion. Acknowledgements: The first author acknowledges an enlightening collaboration with J. Baez during an early attempt to prove Theorem 1.1.
2. The wave equation on M. In this section we will state some basic results about the wave equation on a four dimensional Lorentzian manifold (M,g). We review the explicit formula for the fundamental solution of the wave equation on M of [10] . All of our statements and results are restricted to a geodesically convex neighbourhood Q C M. The derivation of the fundamental solution formula can be found in Friedlander [10] .
On a geodesically convex neighbourhood Ct we denote by j(Pi Q) -square of the geodesic distance between p, q E H, C~(p) = past null semicone with vertex p G ft, J-(p) = the closure of the causal past of p, 
The forms dual to {£,171,61,62} are denoted by {£, m, ei, 62}. We will always work with the following null basis on
Here the gradient of 7 is taken with respect to the q variable, p being held fixed. Define £ = t -h, and m = -(t + n); then for any orthonormal basis {n, 61,62} of the tangent space T q ll t^, we obtain a null basis {£,111,61,62}. G-(p,q) ,
The representation formula. The fundamental solution of the wave equation
whose support is contained in J~(p), can be computed inside a causal domain fio
where, in a coordinate chart (7r(p) = x and 7r(q) = y),
Here 5-(7 -e) is the Dirac measure supported on the lower branch of the hyperboloid 7 = e, and, following [10, p. 146], we say that a connected open set ft is a causal domain when it is globally hyperbolic and contained in a geodesically convex set. V~ is a solution to the characteristic problem
where the integral is over a geodesic c(s) joining p = c(0) to q = c(l). In a small causal domain HQ the above problem has a solution V~(p, q) such that supp V _ C A", V-eC 00^-), where
and is C 00 at the boundary of its support. Using this fundamental solution we can find a representation for solutions of the Cauchy problem,
where D C S a fl fto is a space-like hypersurface, and X(i/o) = (X,ixi) for any vector field X tangent to D. 
where /i 7 = the Leray form associated with C(p), i.e., // = c?7 A // 7 , and izft(p) is the solution of the homogenous wave equation with the same initial data. To express Uh{p) explicitly in terms of the initial data we need to define the following. Let C" f (5) be the null hypersurface whose normal on 5 is given by m, and S £ the intersection of C + (S) and the set {g;7(p, q) = e}. Denote by fis and fj,s £ the volume elements induced by the the metric g on the surface 5 and S s respectively. On 5 define the functions p and 8
JS P JD(a)
If we parametrize the cone C{p) by (C?^) G M + x § 2 , the solution u can be expressed in the following way. Let £ be a unit vector orthogonal to £(p), parameterized by u G § 2 . For any past directed null vector v of the form v = -i + t;, and £ G E + let Q -exp p ((v) . Since we are in a geodesically convex set, the exp p map is a diffeomorphism from C(p) \p into (0,Co(^)] x § 2 5 where exp p (Co(^)^) G 5. In these coordinates 
where U is a smooth function.
Energy estimates. Given a space-like hypersurface D C £<*> local energy estimates for solutions of the Cauchy problem can be derived in a region A(a,6) -{(/ G Domain of dependence of.D; a < t(q) < b} .
For any vector field V, using the notation introduced earlier, we define energy norms on D(t) and on M(ti,t2) as
where L p and iJ^ denote the standard Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces on D(t) and M(ti,t2), with measure fit and ^ respectively. In a similar manner we define ||T||#i, ||2«an||L2, and ||V^nr|| L 2, for any tensor T.
To derive energy estimates for equation (2.2), multiply the equation by X(u) to obtain
The above equation can be expressed as
where the energy-momentum tensor T a (3 is defined as
JD(a) JK(a,t)
Substituting X -i, the terms in equation (2.8) can be written as
where we used the decomposition of Vu
Thus the conservation of energy can be writtten as
JK(a,t)
We have
so that (2.8) together with Gronwall's lemma implies
Here ||Vi/(i)|| L 2 (jD(i)) is defined as ^E (u,D(t) ). On K{p) = {q G J"(p); a < t(q) < t(p)} the above equation can be written as
where A(r) = {geA(a,6); t(q) = r} , A(a,r) = {^ G null boundary of A(a, 6); a < i(^) < r} .
The estimate on A(a, b) combined with the estimate on C(p) implies (2.10) ||VTx||z,oo,2 (A(aj6) )+ SUp W^tanUW^^ip)) pGA(a,6)
where ||Vix|| L oo,2 (A(0)6)) := sup a < t < 6 ||Vw(t)|| L 2 (A(t)) .
The Yang-Mills Equations.
Recall that a connection A on P, a G-principal bundle over M, can be expressed in a coordinate patch as
and the curvature F as
We shall assume for simplicity that the elements of Q are matrices, and that the adjoint action Ad of G on g corresponds to an appropriate multiplication by matrices. Then the gauge transformations are given by a smooth map Q G G A^g-'A^g + g-'dg, From this first order system, we can derive a covariant wave equation for F by differentiating (3.3b) with respect to P a and using (3.3a) and the commutation relation of covariant derivatives
where R is the curvature tensor, to obtain In a manner similar to the wave equation, we can derive estimates for solutions of the Cauchy problem for the Yang-Mills equations, in a geodesically convex neighbourhood, with data given on a space-like hypersurface D C S a . As before, define A(a,6) and Kip), 
JD(t) JM(a,t) JD(a) J K(a,t)
We note that
It follows that we have the a priori estimate Integrating this equation over K{a, t) and using (3.4) and (3.5) to get rid of second derivatives of F we obtain JK(a,t) where VF denotes the gauge covariant gradient of F, and
\'Dt an F\ = \D l F\ + Y t \VuF\-
From Gronwall's lemma it then follows (3.10) \\VF{t)\\ LHD(t)) + ||I)t""F|| L 2 (M(0it)) < c\\DF{a)\\ L , {D(a)) + C [ (IIF^IIi*^,)) + \\F(s)\\ L 2 lD(t)) )d8.
Ja

This implies II^WIU'^W) + \\VtanF\\ L 2 m a t t)) <c(\\VF(a)\\ L 2 {D{a)) + \\F(a)\\ L 2 {D{a)) + \t-a\ sup \F(q)\) ,
where C depends on the energy i£o = H-^WHL 2^) -The above equation is equivalent to (3.11)
\\DF\\ L oo.2 iK(p)) + \\V tan F\\ L 2 {cip)) <C(\\DF(a)\\ L 2 {D{a)) +S\\F\\ LO o {Kip)) ) .
Here, as before, 5 = \b -a\. Repeating the same argument on A(a, b) we obtain H^WIIz^AW) + \\VtanF\\ L 2 iA{att)) < Ci||2?F(a)|| L 2 (jD) + C 2 \t -a\ sup \F(q)\, qeA(a,b) where A(T) = {q G A; t(q) = r}. Combining the above with equation (3.11) gives Cronstrom gauge estimates. To obtain bounds on higher energy norms of F, we see from equation (3.12) that we need a pointwise estimate on F. This will be done, as in [9] , by using the Cronstrom gauge,
{d'r(p,q),A{q))=0
A(p) = 0. 
Estimates on D(t).
The following estimates are obtained from equation (3.13) and (3.14) in a straightforward manner.
where in the above inequality we used equation (3.14) to substitute VF for VJF. 
II^IU-^p)) < cVs \\F\\ L~{Kip)] ,
where in the last inequality we used the observation of Eardley Here U and 9 are smooth tensor fields (with indices suppressed). The terms in (3.22b) and (3.22c) can be bounded by a constant by
\\VF(a)\\ L 2 iD{a)) + \\F(a)\\ L 2 (D{a)) .
By the divergence theorem, the terms in (3.22c) and (3.22d) can be bounded by a constant times 
C{r2)lEo\\F\\ L -(K(p )).
Equations (3.21) and (3.24) imply
\F(p)\ < C (E 2 {a) + \\V tan F\\ L * (c(v)) + S^WFU-w)) ■
Since all of the terms in the above estimate are gauge invariant, by (3.2) the above inequality remains valid in any gauge. By taking sup over A (a, b) we obtain l|i r l|Loo(A(a,6))<c(£72(a)+ sup 11V tan F\|L2(C( P )) + ^1 /2 11*1 U~( A(flf6)) ) • V p€A(a,6) J By choosing 8 small, depending on the energy EQ and a only, we obtain from the above equation
From the energy inequality (3.12) and inequality (3.25) we have
By taking S small enough, depending on the energy EQ and a only, we obtain
pGA (a,6) Taking a space-time and gauge covariant derivative of equation (3.5) we obtain
The right-hand-side of this equation can be estimated as (3.28) C(\F\ + \VF\ + \F\\VF\) .
We can now repeat the argument leading to (3.10) with the energy-momentum tensor (3.9) replaced by (3.29)
From equations (3.25)-(3.26) we conclude
E2(t)<C(a,E2(a)),
for all a < t < b. Since the size of the cone S depends only on a and EQ, which is bounded in terms of the intial data we conclude that for any point p G M and
where F ini corresponds to the initial data for F.
Global existence.
Let O be a coordinate patch on £$, using the flow of V£ on M we can extend the coordinates x l on O to coordinates (t, x l ) = (x 0 ,x l ) on Ex O. In this coordinate system the metric takes the form
with some function a > 0. In all our considerations below we shall only use coordinate systems of this type. While this is clearly not necessary for our analysis, it simplifies some of the calculations involved. Let Q C M be an open set. We shall consider connections on P\tt with the following differentiability properties: We shall assume that ft can be covered by coordinate patches f^ with coordinates (t,x l ) G / x Ui together with local trivialisations of P over fi;, such that the coordinate components A^ of the connection are in C{I]H k+1 (Ui))nC 1 {I\H k (Ui)) i for some k > 2. Consider a trivialisation of P over a coordinate patch U of the form I x O, where / is a time interval, such that the hypersurfaces Ej are given by the equation x 0 = t. For the purposes of this section it will be convenient to impose the temporal gauge condition .40 = 0 , and to define
In the temporal gauge, the FQI component of eq. (3.1) reduces to
To establish local in time existence of solutions of the Cauchy problem we shall be solving for Ai,Fij, and FQI using equation ( Let us start with a result that involves Lorentzian metrics on M = E 3+1 . In that case every principal bundle is trivial so that both the connection and its curvature can be considered as fields defined on M. We have the following (which, again, holds irrespective of the vanishing of C 0 ): where c MI/ ^V^C V -V V C^ is globally controlled in the L 00 norm (all the C k norms if the initial data are smooth). Equation (4.12) differs from eq. (3.5) of Section 3 only by the c^ term. Moreover, under the gauge transformation A^ ->• Q~ld^Q + Q~1A^Q : F/iu -> G~1FfiuG, eq. (4.12) will be transformed to the same equation with c^ replaced by G'^^c^G-The a priori estimates derived in Section 3 carry over to the above equation when k > 4 (and, hence, c^ G L^c) and thus imply global existence of solutions for the modified problem. Point 1 follows now from the fact that the solutions of equations (4.4)-(4.6) on A(B(R)) are uniquely determined by their initial data on B(R), so that for Ri > R we have (i 71jRl |A(J5( J R))5^j Rl |A(jB( J R))) = To prove point 2, note that to obtain the H 2 estimates of Section 3, one has to be able to perform a gauge transformation to the Cronstrom gauge. This requires some sufficient degree of differentiability of the fields, which might not be satisfied for k = 2. Further, the estimates used in the proof of point 1 fail to hold globally with k -2, because of the potential lack of uniform boundedness of the c^ term. To overcome those problems, consider a sequence of smooth initial data (^ ' ,n ,i^ ' n ) supported in the ball B(2R) which converge to {A^R,E^) in H k+1 {^) x H k (R s ). By point 1 we have a corresponding sequence of solutions of eqs. (4.4)-(4.6) defined on E 3+1 . Because the H 2 estimates of Section 3 in A(B(R)), as adapted to include a supplementary c^ term in eq. (3.5), involve only the H 2 (B(R)) norm of F^^ -0) and the L 00 (B(R)) norm of c^, they will continue to hold in A(B(R)) when passing to the limit if we show that we can choose an approximating sequence for which the norms ||c Ml/ ||^oo( 5 ( fi )) < 2\\ViE' l \\ci(B(R)) have a bound independent of n. To obtain such a sequence, let the g-algebra valued field ^R ,n be obtained as a solution of the equation (4.13) V^Vi^7 1 + JSf ' n ) = ^1 /n * P^f .
Here ^i/n * / denotes the convolution of a function / with a Friedrichs mollifier. the sequence {A i ' ,n , E i ,n ) will have all the desired properties. To finish the proof of point 2, note that from eq. 1. H is globally hyperbolic with Cauchy surface S; 2. P\Q carries a connection which is a Yang-Mills development of the initial data (A E ,E); 3. H is covered by coordinate patches f^ with coordinates (£, x 1 ) G IxUi together with local trivialisations of P over fij, such that the coordinate components Ap of the connection are in C(/;iJ* +1 (Wi)) n C 1 (/;#*(%)), with AQ = 0. By Proposition 4.1 together with a standard patching procedure V is not empty. V is directed by inclusion, and by the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma there exists a maximal element fJ in V. Suppose that dCt is not empty, by global hyperbolicity of M and of fi, changing time orientation if necessary, there exists a point p G dVt with the property that J~(p) fl dd -{p) (cf. e.g. [5, 7] ; here we follow the standard notation [13] in which J~ (p) consists of the set of points causally related to p, and lying to the past of p). Choose e small enough so that the set K = J~(p) fl T lt^_e is covered by a single coordinate system. Since <9fi is closed we can find 
